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• Following Wednesday's highly volatile market action during the Fed event, the dollar looks to

stabilize early Thursday with the US Dollar Index moving sideways in a tight range above 112.00.

It should be noted that the Culture Day holiday in Japan appeared to have restricted the bond

market moves due to Tokyo's dominance in Asian Treasury moves.

• As expected, the Fed decided to raise its policy rate by 75 basis points to the range of 3.75-4%

following its November policy meeting. In the policy statement, the Fed noted that policymakers

will take cumulative tightening, policy lags and economic and financial developments into

account in determining the pace of rate hikes. This comment triggered a strong dollar selloff but

FOMC Chairman Jerome Powell's remarks during the press conference allowed the currency to

regather its strength.

• Today, the Bank of England (BoE) will unveil the monetary policy decisions and Governor

Andrew Bailey will comment on the outlook in a press conference from 1230 GMT. The US

economic docket will feature September Goods Trade Balance data, the weekly Initial Jobless

Claims figures and the ISM's Services PMI later in the day.
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➢ EUR/USD prints mild gains around 0.9830 during a sluggish Thursday morning in Europe as

bears take a breather following the Fed-inspired volatility.

➢ ECB’s de Cos said that ECB "will need additional interest rate increases" to fight off inflation

even considering the growing likelihood of a eurozone recession.”

➢ It’s worth mentioning that the downbeat prints of Eurozone activity numbers for October and a

static Unemployment Rate in Germany highlight economic fears for the old continent.

Elsewhere, the US Federal Reserve (Fed) also offered a dollar buying opportunity the previous.

➢ The recovery moves can aim for November 01 low around 0.9850 ahead of challenging the

resistance of 0.9900. On a contrary, the sellers need a sustained move below 0.9800 to

accelerate the downfall back towards October 20 low, surrounding 0.9750.
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➢ The GBP/USD pair has witnessed fresh demand around 1.1380 in the Tokyo session after a fall on

Wednesday. The extent of the BOE’s rate hike will determine the decline in the Fed-BOE’s policy

divergence.

➢ A new plan of liquidity tightening from UK PM Rishi Sunak and Chancellor Jeremy Hunt by

tweaking fiscal policy will also support BOE’s price stability plans. UK administration has

announced spending cuts and tax rise to curb the debt crisis. The conjunction of tight monetary

policy and fiscal policy will provide synergy in the fight against the inflation monster.

➢ For more upside, bulls need to surpass the 1.1500 level, which will send the pair to 1.1600. On the

contrary, bears can take control if the major plunge below the support of 1.1380. This will drag

the pair towards October 24 swing low, surrounding 1.1280.
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➢ USD/JPY bears keep the reins for the third consecutive day even as Tokyo cheers the Culture

Day holiday. That said, the quote’s latest weakness could be linked to the US dollar’s failure to

keep the post-Fed gains, as well as sluggish yields.

➢ North Korea fired an unidentified ballistic missile toward the East Sea that has since been

reported to have flown over Japan, per Reuters. Following the same, Japan warns residents to

take shelter in the threat of the North Korean missile. Recently, the US warns Pyongyang over

such an effort and raised market fears in Asia.

➢ The sellers need to conquer the uptrend line from September 22 low near 146.00 to accelerate

the downfall towards October 27 low around 145.00. Alternatively, a sustained move above the

downward sloping resistance line from October 24 high near 148.50 will send the asset to the

resistance of 150.00.
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➢ XAU/USD pares early Asian session gains while dropping back to $1,636 heading into

Thursday’s European session.

➢ The world’s most powerful central bank delivered on the expected 75 bps rate hike on

Wednesday while Fed Chair Jerome Powell stuck with his resolve to bring down inflation by

noting that more rate increases are needed and the ‘ultimate level’ of rates are likely higher than

earlier estimates. The dollar staged a solid comeback in tandem with the Treasury yields,

weighing heavily on the bright metal.

➢ A sustained move below the $1,630 level will send the precious towards September 28 low

around $1,615. On the other hand, should the Gold bulls cross the $1640 hurdle, the resistances

of $1,650 and $1,660 challenge the advances before highlighting previous day's high around

$1,700.
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➢ US stocks plunged Wednesday after the Federal Reserve delivered a fourth straight 75-basis-point

increase in its policy rate and signaled plans to push forward with the tightening cycle.

➢ The S&P 500 lost 2.50%, to end at 3,758.68 points. All sectors suffered notable losses, led by

consumer discretionary, consumer staples and energy.

➢ Paramount Global was one of the worst performers on the S&P 500, down 12% after the company

reported weaker-than-expected third-quarter results, citing macroeconomic pressures that weighed

on advertising revenue.

➢ A slippage below 3,750 will drag the index towards the support of 3,700. Should the S&P 500

drop below 3,700, October 21 low surrounding 3,640 could act as the last defense for the buyers.

Meanwhile, October 20 low around 3,800 will restrict the short-term upside ahead of the 3,840

resistance.
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